Argus Biofuels

An Argus market service, published daily

The Argus Biofuels service is a daily report that provides key international insights into the biodiesel,
renewable diesel (HVO), ethanol, sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) and feedstock markets. Daily news
coverage of important legislative market events is written by industry experts.
This report provides key prices for freight, biofuels tickets, spot prices, physical forward prices and
spreads to navigate this growing international marketplace. All European assessments are compliant
with the Renewable Energy Directive for sustainable biofuels, with both domestic and international price
assessments for the Asia-Pacific region and daily and weekly commentaries on Americas biofuels markets.
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Features
European benchmark biodiesel prices, prompt and forward

Database showcasing growing global capacity of HVO and SAF

European ethanol, for lower and higher greenhouse gas savings

Crop, waste and advanced biofuels feedstocks

Major EU biofuels tickets markets, including UK RTFCs, German
GHG credits and Dutch HBEs
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Argus Biofuels
The move towards renewable fuels

Argus prices used globally in indexation

Argus provides in-depth pricing and market analysis across
the entire renewable fuel supply chain, from original
feedstock to final product price. Argus’ industry leading
coverage includes the northwest European benchmark
biodiesel prices, rapeseed OME and Fame 0°C CFPP, and
the first waste-based biodiesel to be listed on exchanges,
UCOME fob ARA range. The Argus Biofuels report includes
comprehensive pricing coverage on all major biofuels used
to meet renewable targets in Europe and the Asia-Pacific
region, including daily assessments in both regions for HVO,
SAF, bionaptha, and ethanol across different greenhouse
gas savings classes. It also publishes daily prices for crop
and waste biofuels feedstocks such as rapeseed oil (RSO)
and used cooking oil (UCO). Midday daily US commentaries,
including pricing for renewable identification credits (RINs)
and spot ethanol, and weekly ones on biofuels pricing in
the wider Americas, are also published in the report. All
to provide you with detailed insight of profit margins with
superior market analysis on supply chain economics and
fundamentals. Argus’ more responsive market assessments
provide true executable value in sourcing and supply
procurement, giving you information and instruments, you
need to make profitable decisions.

Argus works closely with the industry to develop marketappropriate pricing methodologies. As a result, the Argus
approach has been widely adopted across European energy
markets. In clean products, European refiners are converting
gasoline and diesel contracts to an Argus basis, and ethanol
and biodiesel contracts. In crude oil markets, Argus is the
primary index in domestic crude and the Argus Sour Crude
Index (ASCI) is used as the price index for Middle East
imports into the US.

Try it out - Explore Argus Biofuels with a trial
You’ll be able to experience the benefits of:
Reliable, unbiased information

Complete and timely data sets

Convenient data delivery

Learn more at www.argusmedia.com/Bioenergy/Argus-Biofuels
Contact us today to get started: sales@argusmedia.com

For more information
contact@argusmedia.com
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